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I believe, GRATITUDE is the way of life :)
Life is the biggest school for every one! Challenges, achievements and circumstances teach us many
lessons through situations, people and perceptions. I feel fortunate to have many people who inspired
me, motivated me and made me a solution seeker rather than a person finding problems and listing
them. I believe that the most precious resource is our own self, I am trying to use it enough. I learnt from
life that nothing is right or wrong, it is about compatibility. Individual brilliance is very different from
collective brilliance which I learnt while getting involved in various social and charity activity apart from
being a doctor. In a world, where the bad makes so much noise we need more and more avenues
through which good too makes noise! This coffee table book is a humble effort for the same. Every life is
a story, every life has a story; it's just the divine orchestration of having my story on its pages. It's a matter
of pride and privilege to be on the pages of this coffee table book featuring 14 Indian Citizens and 8 Non
Resident Indians.
Thanking all my teachers from the school of life for shaping up my destiny and flow of life resulting in
rhythm of real happiness. Books, music and lyrics created by authors & artists have played an important
role in my life. Not putting many names here but remembering and thanking all my fellow travelers (my
family, friends, patients, mentors, critics & care takers) who touched my life so far and will join the
journey ahead. Sisters are always the strongest pillars of strength! Loving my sisters; Hetal, Dipika and
Archana.
I wish my story of journey so far, inspire many more as Aneesh Bhanot envisioned.
I bow down to my parents for giving me wings to fly, they taught the real meaning of freedom with
responsibility! I love to live my passion with compassion and perseverance to serve . . . to share the joy of
sharing and caring :)

Excerpt from the book ‘Inspiring Stories of Successful Indian Personalities Worldwide - 2017’. Reproduced with permission from the
publisher and the author. Other personalities (apart from Dr. Darshna Thakker) featured in the book (in alphabetical order) :
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Paint your life with colours of courage, creativity,
confidence and freedom with care and concern!
I choose to lead a balanced and contended life.

#1126

Life is all about choices that we make.
Choose to move on...
Moving steps make foot prints!
Moving out from comfort zone
to the effort zone is my way of life..
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Dr. Darshna Thakker

Ability to connect with patients
on a very ‘human’ level.
There are some who go by the book to earn name and fame and then there are
others who pen new chapters for the coming generations, re-writing and making
history as they achieve pinnacles of success.
The dynamic and ever-innovative Dr. Darshna Thakker is a leading example of the
second genre. A highly renowned Gynecologist, Dr. Darshna is equally popular for
officially prescribing Music and Reading as therapies to her patients.
It’s her very ability to connect with patients on a very ‘human’ level, and not just as a
doctor, that’s led to her creating a niche for herself, giving her a ‘Super Star Doctor
and a Healer’ status.
Dr. Darshna emphatically advises the youth: “Remember, there is no substitute for
hard work. Your commitment should be high and you have the ability to change
your circumstances. Also, goal setting is essential in life, but money must never be
the aim, for it’s only a by-product. If you keep humanity at the centre of your
universe and keep spreading knowledge and wisdom, there is enough you can do.
God gives everybody enough opportunity to help.”
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Born to lead
Born to lawyer Kanubhai and school teacher Kapilaben on January 4, 1971, Darshna
followed the dictum of ‘Do not give up. Give in’.
Having cleared her high secondary school in 1987, Darshna joined the BJ Medical
College, Ahmedabad on merit. But she could not join the course as she was 3 days
short of meeting the age eligibility! Such was her passion for the medical profession
that she invested this ‘rest year’ in meeting all heads of department of BJM College
and attending classes, completing MBBS in 1992 and becoming MD [Gynecology] in
1996.

Passion for learning
Dr. Darshna’s father belonged to a farmer’s family and her mother’s side of the
family was very affluent. “Being from the same caste, their parents did not hesitate
in getting them married because my father was a very educated man,” she says. The
importance of education was made clear early on – being a teacher herself, Dr.
Darshna’s mother had a dream of having a doctor in the family.
“Along with her motivation, I also had an inclination towards Science, particularly
Biology. I was good at Mathematics, loved Engineering and was drawn towards
Biology. That’s when I thought of becoming a doctor – a profession where I would
work close with God’s design i.e. human being – the perfect combination of
engineering and biology!” she shares.
Ever opening the window of her mind through books
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Humane, ever-smiling approach

Becoming her own boss..
When Dr. Darshna joined her first job as Chief Consultant Gynaecologist at a
hospital in Modasa, rural Gujarat she knew that her goal was to have her own
practice. “They say that we Lohanas don’t like to have a boss on our head,” Dr.
Darshna laughs.
She worked extremely hard, sharpening her skills, doing 4-5 major surgeries a day
and taking care of close to 100 patients daily. “This eagerness to learn was deeply
imbued in me – even during my Clinical term of MBBS, I religiously attended all
branches though I wanted to become a gynaecologist,” Dr. Darshna relates.
Sticking to her goal, Dr. Darshna put in her papers in the eleventh month of her first
job and was back in Ahmedabad, looking for a stepping stone to start her very own
unique private practice.
“On February 15, 1998 I took a small premises on rent,” Dr Darshna says. But her
dreams were big and when the monthly income of the practice was not even Rs
10,000, she acquired the latest Ultrasound machine from Japan for Rs 5.50 lakh by
taking her first loan! That was just the beginning.

The risk taker, the entrepreneur
After 2 years, this young health practitioner bought the property and her Sarjan
Nursing Home started setting examples of holistic approach to health especially for
teens, new moms and grandmas.
“In Gujarati, ‘Sarjan’ means ‘Creation’. We obstetricians are the blessed lot of the
medical fraternity, as we welcome God’s creation on earth. So what better name
than ‘Sarjan’!” she smiles adding “I have chosen this branch because it’s in tune
with nature and I need not earn only out of disease management.”
With only Rs 44,000 in hand, along with her life’s first mobile phone gifted by her
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Gracefully managing multiple interests

If you are convinced that what
you are doing and saying is correct
– never give up! Persistence pays!

parents, Dr. Darshna threw an inauguration party in 1998 and later bought property
worth more than Rs. 10 lakhs in the year 2000 ! It was a difficult journey but she
managed to repay loans with strict ethical practice.
Every day, after getting free from work at the clinic, she would go to the SBI branch
and give a fresh application for a loan. If the Bank was persistent in denying her the
loan without mortgage, Dr. Darshna was even more stubborn to make it happen.
Her fighting spirit finally won when the bank approved the loan, minus any
mortgage!
Therein lies a message – if you are convinced that what you are doing and saying is
correct – never give up! Persistence pays!

Making the foundation strong
Dr. Darshna put in a lot of hard work in her private practice, but the foundation was
built in the medical college itself.
“My teacher, Dr Neeta Yajnik, was a great academician. She led many mother-child
national schemes, for which she would travel to villages for studying issues that
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Life is the greatest school,
and my parent’s financial struggles
made me realize value for money, ethics
and commitment towards hard work.
could result in policy changes. Though I was under no compulsion, I accompanied
her and saw humanity and real issues from close quarters. These experiences
taught me something invaluable not only as an administrator and a doctor, but also
as somebody who could contribute towards public health,” Dr.Darshna narrates.
This learning, she confesses, would not have come from theory or books alone. 'Life
is the greatest school, and my parent’s financial struggles made me realize value for
money, ethics and commitment towards hard work”

The forever student
For many, a successful private practice would have meant entering a comfort zone.
But for Darshna, it meant that it was time to pursue her other dreams.
“I love designing and architecture,” she says. Taking a loan of Rs 56,000, Dr. Darshna
purchased her first computer and scanner. Passionate about perfecting it, she kept
learning designing and graphics with a creative mind. And there lay the genesis of
Dr. Darshna’s next big venture, ‘Sarjan Communications’ that has the USP of
“Doctor and a Designer” creating unique counseling programs, awareness films
and running public health campaigns.
Namrata and Darshna - connecting music with medicine
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The doctor, the communicator
Dr. Darshna had her finger on the pulse as an excellent communicator. “I used
technology to actualize my dream of turning into a visual communicator. It also
made me a complete healthcare professional. I used the computer and information
technology to propagate medical knowledge in the social sector," she elaborates.
From her mom, she inherited the genes of teaching! She has addressed about one
lakh teenagers and women by end 2016, also vaccinated more than 25000 girls
against Rubella [a virus that can cause birth defect / abortion].
She is a motivator and keeps touching lives as a human being and a skillful surgeon.
She is currently busy compiling her upcoming book connecting photography and
thoughts blending her skills of photography and writing. Her oratory skills, tech
savvy admin style, love for poetry and literature and ability to serve helps society at
large.

Humanity at the heart of the matter
In 2014, when Dr. Darshna registered ‘Sparsh Foundation’ as a charity trust, her aim
was simple – conduct activities which would help ensure a happier and healthier
society.
On the journey of life we all come across strangers, a few get close to the heart.
Namrata Shodhan was one such person who met Dr. Darshna as a part of divine
orchestration to serve the society.
“She sings to raise funds for patients on dialysis and does not charge for concerts.
As our friendship grew, so did our dream of reaching out to the world via this
wonderful and therapeutic medium of music,” Dr. Darshna relates. Living with
attitude of gratitude is the way to go says Dr. Darshna, acknowledging constant
support of sisters and family in all her endeavors.
Keen to take this journey forward, Dr. Darshna recorded Audio CDs and wrote books
which would help patients overcome their ailments. “My CD on understanding
menopause is called ‘Don’t give wings to your mood swings’. I conceptualized it –
did everything on my own. The feedback has been incredible. WHO says 80%
physical problems are rooted in the mind and emotional disturbances, so my
method of treating my patients takes this into account,” she describes.
Another innovative venture is ‘Health Café’, a virtual space concept where her
patients can meet her ‘without spirit and stethoscope’. There, Dr. Darshna provides
different health awareness modules. From exercise to music to reading, she
concentrates on their role for holistic health. Her “Out of Box” thinking and
innovative approach is simple but effective. She has de-novo designed a few
interesting workshops “Paint your Life”, “Emotional Spa” and “Music of Life”

Her mantra in life…
Dr. Darshna is not just an obstetrician-gynaecologist! She is a communicator, an
entrepreneur, a music lover, a visionary and a propagator of good health and
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Loving, happy family

Every child must experience hostel life
– the joy of giving starts there.

happiness. She is also a Bravery Award recipient for chasing down a chain snatcher!
Every role comes effortlessly to her. When she speaks, people pay attention.
For the youth, she does not mince words when she emphasizes upon the
importance of a hobby that doesn’t require any other person. “Also, every child
must experience hostel life – the joy of giving starts there,” she signs off.

Dr Darshna Thakker [MBBS, MD, DHA, MBA]
Sarjan Maternity & Nursing Home
First Floor, N D Shroff Market, Beside Vasna AMTS Bus Stop,
Vasna, Ahmedabad-380007
Phone: 079 – 26602525 / +91 989240 69989
info@sarjanhealthcare.com
facebook.com/dr.dkt
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